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Acoustic driven alternative contemporary rock, combining jazz, funk, rock and country flavors into a

unique blend of extremely listenable and enjoyable music. 6 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, ROCK:

Acoustic Details: With influences as diverse as the cosmos is wide, the music that Duane Allen Harlick

creates is both a testament to his roots and a calling to those who will follow. Born and raised in suburban

Detroit on Motown and Soul, Duane migrated through Jazz, Rock, Country, Blues and Gospel on his

journey towards becoming an award winning "Vocalist's Vocalist", "Guitarist's Guitarist" and "Songwriter's

Songwriter". His songs reflect a sense of introspection, absurdity, poignancy and sometimes a hint of

naivete, yet with a very clear and common point of reference for the listener to grasp. The songs often

leave audiences with a broad sense of emotions ranging from "Been there, done that" or "Did he just say

what I thought he said?" to "Could someone please explain to me what he is talking about in the second

verse?" But always, the listener is lifted to a place of resolve; an understanding that there is a choice we

all make: to live passionately, or merely endure the alternative. To see Duane live is further confirmation

of that choice. A dynamic performer with outstanding instrumental and vocal ability, his songs come to life

with an electric energy commonly (and affectionately) referred to as "reckless abandon". His band's

performance style has no walls. It is right in your lap, powerful and magnetic, often jaw-dropping,

sometimes overwhelming. The "duaneband" creates a hub of energy that draws the listener in and sets

the magnificent wheel in motion. The music is captivating, the songs are embracing and the roar is heart

pounding.
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